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"As expected!"

"That kid’s running out of tricks!"

The three Apostles were all excited to see Leon running.

Though they all assumed that the defensive tool Leon owned ran out of time to be used, that was merely an assumption, seeing

how Leon ran from taking their attacks, they realized they might have been right.

"Take this!" Their spirits were all uplifted and they immediately merged their true energy to form a bigger attack, before sending it

toward Leon.

Leon knew that the Mirror of Sovereign could not fend off the combined attack and darted away, before charging toward the three

Apostles; if he managed to get closer, he could stop the attack.

However, the three Apostles were all individuals with significant experience in battle, so they instantly caught Leon's intention.

According to the Southern Boss's order, they were only meant to stall Leon and none of them intended to face him directly.

They darted in different directions, before finding their way back to one another again to launch yet another combined attack at

Leon.

Whenever Leon would take an advance position, they would back away and if he retreated, they would charge toward him.

Instantly, Leon found himself struggling to get anywhere close to the three Apostles.

"Great! Keep stalling him. I'll go over there to help once I get rid of old Thompson here! Arthur Thompson, die already!" The

Southern Boss laughed in relief when he saw how Leon was struggling.

He then kicked Arthur, and Arthur's expression darkened." Damn it!"

He was fighting both the Southern Boss and Devon at the same time and under their relentless attacks, he was starting to cave

and would soon be defeated.

"Elder Thompson, I'm coming!" Sensing that Arthur was in danger, Leon ignored the three Apostles and leaped toward Arthur.

"Don't even try to run! You ought to focus on the three of us instead!"

The three Apostles refused to let him escape and sent yet another combined attack at Leon to stop him.

"The three of you asked for this! Don't blame me for this!" Leon gritted out. He was enraged by their persistent interference and

knew that he no longer had the time to waste with the Apostles.

Determined, he stopped evading the attacks and stood still, before launching his most powerful method, Hurricane Break, and

sending a powerful attack at the Apostles.

Out of frustration, he decided to endure with the Mirror of Sovereign and risk his life to take the remaining Apostles down.
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